
Estimating Unpaid Claims Using Basic Techniques Condensed Notes

Chapter 17 – Estimating Unpaid Unallocated Claim Adjustment Expenses

Classical Technique: calculate and select the ratio of CY Paid ULAE/CY Paid Claims. The method assumes 50%
of ULAE is incurred when the claim is reported and 50% when closed. Apply selected ratio to 50% of Case
O/S and 100% of IBNR. If given pure IBNR, apply 100% for pure IBNR only, and 50% to everything else (since
everything else will have already been reported). Using the ratio of CY Paid ULAE/CY Paid Claims is fine in the
steady state since paid claims will be approximately equal to reported claims.
Kittel Refinement: the classical assumption that paid claims are approximately equal to reported claims is
unlikely to hold. The refinement assumes ULAE is also incurred when the claim is reported, regardless if a
payment is made. We calculate and select the ratio based on CY Paid/Average (CY Paid Claims & CY Incurred
Claims). CY incurred = CY paid + Δ case + Δ IBNR. We apply the selected ratio in the same way as the classical
technique; 50% to case and 100% to IBNR (or 100% to pure IBNR and 50% to everything else, if a pure IBNR
estimate is available).
Generalized Kittel (Conger & Nolibos): The “claims basis” (denominator of the ULAE ratio) is equal to:

∗ + ∗ + ∗
where:

U1 is the assumed percent of ultimate ULAE spent opening claims (i.e., ULAE for opening ∝ RY Ult);
U2 is the assumed percent of ultimate ULAE spent maintaining claims (i.e., ULAE for maintaining ∝ CY Paid);
U3 is the assumed percent of ultimate ULAE spent closing claims (i.e., ULAE for closing ∝ ultimate costs on

claims closed in the year—commonly = 0 since costs are already allocated to maintaining claims).
The ULAE ratio is then the CY Paid ULAE/Claims Basis by year, then we select a ULAE ratio.
There are three ways this method estimates unpaid ULAE:

1) Expected Claims Method: ULAE Ratio x Ultimate Claims – Sum of Paid ULAE.
2) BF Method: ULAE Ratio x (Ultimate Claims – Sum of Claims Basis).
3) Development Method: (Ultimate Claims/Sum of Claims Basis – 1.0) x Sum of Paid ULAE.

Simplification of Generalized Kittel: use estimated ultimate claims by AY as a proxy for the ultimate cost of
claims reported in the calendar year and assume there are no additional costs to actually close the claim (thus
U3 is 0). This results in the claims basis being equal to ∗ + ∗ .
From there we find the ULAE ratio like normal—the CY paid ULAE divided by the claims basis.
Unfortunately, the simplification does not extend to the application of the ratio—only to the estimation of the
ratio. The math and notation is confusing in the paper (they use the same notation to mean different things in
the text), so I would just recommend memorizing the resulting formula for our estimated unpaid ULAE when
using the simplification: = [ + ( . .−∑ )].

Mango-Allen Refinement to the Classical Technique: if the actual historical CY claims are volatile, we can
simply use expected CY paid claims in place of actual CY paid claims in the classical technique.
Generalized Approach to Claim Counts: The generalized approach uses relative costs of opening (v1),
maintaining (v2), and closing (v3) claims. The relative weights are then applied to CY reported, CY open (end
of period), and CY closed claims, respectively, to find a weighted count basis = ( ∗ . + ∗

( ) + ∗ ).
The unpaid ULAE for each future CY is: ULAE Ratio x (v1*Reported Counts + v2*Open Counts + v3*Closed Counts).
We must look at counts by CY to measure the number of open counts at the end of each year. Sum up the
unpaid ULAE by future CY to find the ultimate unpaid ULAE.
Other Count Based Techniques:
Wendy Johnson used relative weights of v1 = 2.0, v2 = 1.0, and v3 = 0.0. Rahardjo recommends incorporating
duration into the calculation. Spalla recommends using modern systems to track the time spent on various
activities performed by the claims department, and use that more detailed information to perform a more
detailed analysis of unpaid ULAE. Mango-Allen propose a model that uses open, closed, and pending (OCP)
claims to predict future staffing levels, thus future adjustment costs. In an early count based method, R.E.
Brian proposed giving equal weight to opening a claim, maintaining a claim, making a single payment, closing
a claim, and reopening a claim.
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